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White Death: A Novel from the Numa Files

Description Critics and fans everywhere have welcomed the enormously entertaining new series from Clive Cussler:
the adventures of Kurt Austin, taken from the NUMA(r) Files. Hailed as a hero for the new millennium,
Austin is the leader of NUMA(r)'s Special Assignments Team-and the threat before him now is definitely
special. A confrontation between a radical environmentalist group and a Danish cruiser has forced Austin
and colleague Joe Zavala to come to the rescue of a shipful of trapped men; but when the two of them
investigate further, they discover that something far more sinister is at work. A shadowy multinational
corporation is attempting to wrest control of the very seas themselves-no matter what havoc results-and
is killing anyone who attempts to stop them. When Austin's boat blows up and he just barely survives,
it seems certain he is the next in line to die-but he cannot stop now. For the environmental disaster has
already begun, and only he and NUMA(r) stand in the way. . . . ...
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Sahara

Description Stranded on the Sahara desert, Dirk Pitt and his friends uncover the truth about the fate of 1930s aviator
Kitty Mannock and the secret behind Lincoln's assassination. 400,000 first printing. Major ad/promo.
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Dragon (Dirk Pitt)

Description In October of 1993, an uneasy America remains unaware of the lengths to which some Japanese may be
willing to go to ensure Japan's economic dominance. Unaware, that is, until a nuclear explosion destroys
a huge Japanese auto carrier. Dragon describes a conspiracy designed to force the West int o final
acceptance of Japan's world leadership.
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Treasure (Dirk Pitt Adventure)

Description FROM THE OCEAN FLOOR TO THE SWELTERING SANDS OF EGYPT-- DIRK PITT HAS THE POWER
TO SAVE THE WORLD! A violent rise of fundamentalism in Mexico and Egypt has the United States
captive inside its own borders. But when the beautiful Egyptian Secretary General of the United Nations
survives a murderous plane crash in Greenland, Dirk Pitt is pulled into the storm. Searching for the most
spectacular missing treasure of the ancient world, he finds a startling connection between the murder
attempt and the chaos that is gripping the world. And when the Presidents of Egypt and Mexico are taken
hostage, the hunt begins in earnest. Now it's Dirk Pitt against a conspiracy of evil that reaches from the
arctic circle to Tierra del Fuego-- and the sides are about even!
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The Thief of Always: A Fable

Description Mr. Hood's Holiday House has stood for a thousand years, welcoming countless children into its embrace.
It is a place of miracles, a blissful round of treats and seasons, where every childhood whim may be
satisfied... There is a price to be paid, of course, but young Harvey Swick, bored with his life and beguiled
by Mr. Hood's wonders, does not stop to consider the consequences. It is only when the house shows its
darker facewhen Harvey discovers the pitiful creatures that dwell in its shadowsthat he comes to doubt Mr.
Hood's philanthropy. The House and its mysterious architect are not about to release their captive without
a battle, however. Mr. Hood has ambitions for his new guest, for Harvey's soul burns brighter than any soul
he has encountered in a thousand years...
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Treasure

Description THE PRICELESS SPLENDORS OF A LOST CIVILIZATION . . . AN ANCIENT SHIP FOUND IN
GREENLAND ’S FROZEN WASTE LANDS . . .  A SCHEME THAT WOULD PLUNGE THE WORLD INTO
BLOODY CHAOS ! Charts of lost gold . . . breathtaking art and rare volumes . . . maps of hidden oil and
mineral deposits that could change the balance of power in the world. DIRK PITT ® discovers a secret
trail to the treasures of Alexandria—and is plunged into a brutal conspiracy for total domination of the
globe. Zealots threaten to unseat the government of Egypt and Mexico, exposing America to invasion and
economic collapse. From East to West, anarchists are reaching their deadly tentacles into the very heart of
the United States. Now Pitt is up against the most feared assassin known to man. An international band of
terrorists is making its play for power on the high seas— and Pitt is the only man alive who can stop them.
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The Sea Hunters II

Description For twenty-three years, Clive Cussler's NUMA&reg-the National Underwater & Marine Agency-has
scoured the rivers and seas in search of lost ships of historic significance. His teams have been inundated
by tidal waves, and beset by the vagaries of man and nature, but the results-and the stories behind
them-have often been dramatic: The 2000 raising of the Confederate submarine Hunley made national
headlines. Here, then, are more true tales of sea- and land-going adventures, as Cussler and his crews set
out to track down history. The famous ghost ship Mary Celeste, found floating off the Azores in 1872 with
no one on board; the Carpathia, the ship that rescued the Titanic survivors and was itself lost to U-boats
six years later; L'Oiseau Blanc, the airplane that almost beat The Spirit of St. Louis across the Atlantic
before disappearing in the Maine woods-all these, plus steamboats, ironclads, a seventeenth-century
flagship, a certain famous PT boat, and even a dirigible, prove...
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The Silent Sea (The Oregon Files)

Description The thrilling new adventure from the #1 New York Times- bestselling author. Clive Cussler's tales of the
Oregon and its crew-"the clever, indefatigable Juan Cabrillo and his merry band of tough, tech-savvy
fighting men and women" (Publishers Weekly)-have made fans of hundreds of thousands of readers. But
the Oregon's sixth adventure is its most remarkable one yet. On December 7, 1941, five brothers exploring
a shaft on a small island off the coast of Washington State make an extraordinary discovery, only to be
interrupted by news of Pearl Harbor. In the present, Cabrillo, chasing the remnants of a crashed satellite in
the Argentine jungle, stumbles upon a shocking revelation of his own. His search to untangle the mystery
leads him, first, to that small island and its secret, and then much farther back, to an ancient Chinese
expedition-and a curse that seems to have survived for more than five hundred years. If Cabrillo's team is
successful in its quest, the reward could be...
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Polar Shift (NUMA Files)

Description Polar shift: It is the name for a phenomenon that may have occurred many times in the past. At the very
least, it disorients birds and animals and damages electrical equipment. At its worst, it causes massive
eruptions, earthquakes, and climatic changes. At its very worst, it would mean the obliteration of all living
matter, and if that happens-exit Earth. Sixty years ago, an eccentric Hungarian genius discovered how
to artificially trigger such a shift, but then his work was lost, or so it was thought. Now, the charismatic
leader of an anti-globalization group plans to use the work to give the world's industrialized nations a small
jolt, then reverse the shift back again. The only problem is, it cannot be reversed. Once the shift starts,
there is nothing anyone can do about it. Austin, Zavala, and the rest of the NUMA Special Assignments
Team certainly have faced dire situations before, but never have they encountered anything like this. This
time . . . even they may be too late.
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Black Wind

Description Clive Cussler's dazzling new Dirk Pitt(r) adventure. Clive the Mighty!" hailed Kirkus Reviews about
Cussler's last Dirk Pitt(r) novel, Trojan Odyssey. "Hurricane Clive at his most tumultuous." Nobody
has been able to match Cussler yet for the intricate plotting and sheer audacity of his work, and Black
Wind sets the bar even higher. In the waning days of World War II, the Japanese tried a last desperate
measure-a different kind of kamikaze mission, this one carried out by two submarines bound for the West
Coast of the United States, their cargo a revolutionary new strain of biological virus. Neither sub made it to
the designated target. But that does not mean they were lost. Someone knows about the subs and what
they bore, knows too where they might be, and has an extraordinary plan in store for the prize inside-a
scheme that could reshape the world as we know it. All that stands in the way are three people: a marine
biologist named Summer, a marine engineer named Dirk, and their...
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The Navigator

Description
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The Jungle

Description Jungles come in many forms. There are the steamy rain forests of the Burmese highlands. There are
the lies and betrayals of the world of covert operations. And there are the dark and twisted thoughts of
a man bent on near-global domination. To pull off their latest mission, Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the
Oregon must survive them all. A devastating new weapon unleashed in thirteenth-century China...a daring
rescue in the snowbound mountains along the Afghanistan/Pakistan border...a woman gone missing in
the jungles of northern Thailand and Myanmar...for Cabrillo and his crew, all of these events will come
together-leading to the greatest threat against U.S. security that the world has ever known.
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Treasure of Khan

Description Black Wind continued Dirk Pitt's meteoric career with one of Clive Cussler's most audacious, and well-
received novels yet. But now Cussler takes an extraordinary leap, with one of his most remarkable villains
ever. Genghis Khan-the greatest conqueror of all time, who, at his peak, ruled an empire that stretched
from the Pacific Ocean to the Caspian Sea. His conquests are the stuff of legend, his tomb a forgotten
mystery. Until now. When Dirk Pitt is nearly killed rescuing an oil survey team from a freak wave on
Russia's Lake Baikal, it appears a simple act of nature. When the survey team is abducted and Pitt's
research vessel nearly sunk, however, it's obvious there's something more sinister involved. All trails lead
to Mongolia, and a mysterious mogul who is conducting covert deals for supplying oil to the Chinese while
wreaking havoc on global oil markets utilizing a secret technology. The Mongolian harbors a dream of
restoring the conquests of his ancestors, and holds a dark...
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The Chase

Description For decades, Clive Cussler has been delighting readers with novels filled with suspense, action, and sheer
audacity. Now he does it again, in one of the wildest, most entertaining historical thrillers in years. April
1950: The rusting hulk of a steam locomotive rises from the deep waters of a Montana lake. Inside is all
that remains of three men who died forty-four years before. But it is not the engine or its grisly contents
that interest the people watching nearby. It is what is about to come next . . . 1906: For two years, the
western states of America have been suffering an extraordinary crime spree: a string of bank robberies by
a single man who cold-bloodedly murders any and all witnesses and then vanishes without a trace. Fed up
by the depredations of the "Butcher Bandit," the U.S. government brings in the best man they can find-a
tall, lean, no-nonsense detective named Isaac Bell, who has caught thieves and killers coast to coast. But
Bell has never had a challenge like this...
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Fire Ice

Description In Serpent, Clive Cussler introduced a hero for the new millennium in Kurt Austin, the leader of NUMA's
Special Assignments Team. In previous encounters, Austin and his colleague Joe Zavala have battled
eco-extortionists and mad empire builders-but they have never faced a menace like the one before them
now. In the heart of the old Soviet Union, a mining tycoon has proclaimed himself czar of Russia. Claiming
Romanov ancestry and backed by billions of dollars, he is determined to overthrow the already shaky
Russian government-and U.S. opposition doesn't bother him one bit. A little crisis of their own should
distract the Americans for a while, and he knows just the thing. . . . Filled with all the hair-raising action
and endless imagination that are Cussler's hallmarks, Fire Ice is a dazzling thriller from the grandmaster of
adventure fiction.
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Plague Ship

Description Clive Cussler returns with a new novel in his New York Times bestselling Oregon Files, as Captain Juan
Cabrillo and the motley crew of his high-tech spy ship take on their most extraordinary?and lethal?mission
yet.
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Crescent Dawn

Description Dirk Pitt returns in the extraordinary new novel from the #1 New York Times--bestselling author. In A.D.
327, a Roman galley barely escapes a pirate attack with its extraordinary cargo. In 1916, a British warship
mysteriously explodes in the middle of the North Sea. In the present day, a cluster of important mosques
in Turkey and Egypt are wracked by explosions. Does anything tie them together? NUMA director Dirk Pitt
is about to find out, as Roman artifacts discovered in Turkey and Israel unnervingly connect to the rise of a
fundamentalist movement determined to restore the glory of the Ottoman Empire, and to the existence of a
mysterious "manifest," lost long ago, which if discovered again . . . just may change the history of the world
as we know it.
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Cyclops

Description A wealthy American financier disappears on a treasure hunt in an antique blimp. From Cuban waters, the
blimp drifts toward Florida with a crew of dead men -- Soviet cosmonauts. DIRK PITT discovers a shocking
scheme: a covert group of U.S. industrialists has put a colony on the moon, a secret base they will defend
at any cost. Threatened in space, the Russians are about to strike a savage blow in Cuba -- and only DIRK
PITT can stop them. From a Cuban torture chamber to the cold ocean depths, Pitt is racing to defuse an
international conspiracy that threatens to shatter the earth!
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Inca Gold

Description Dirk Pitt returns in an adventure involving a long-sunken treasure of gold, a lost civilization's secrets, and
an international smuggling ring. 500,000 first printing. Major ad/promo.
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White Death

Description Critics and fans everywhere have welcomed the enormously entertaining new series from Clive Cussler:
the adventures of Kurt Austin, taken from the NUMA(r) Files. Hailed as a hero for the new millennium,
Austin is the leader of NUMA(r)'s Special Assignments Team-and the threat before him now is definitely
special. A confrontation between a radical environmentalist group and a Danish cruiser has forced Austin
and colleague Joe Zavala to come to the rescue of a shipful of trapped men; but when the two of them
investigate further, they discover that something far more sinister is at work. A shadowy multinational
corporation is attempting to wrest control of the very seas themselves-no matter what havoc results-and
is killing anyone who attempts to stop them. When Austin's boat blows up and he just barely survives,
it seems certain he is the next in line to die-but he cannot stop now. For the environmental disaster has
already begun, and only he and NUMA(r) stand in the way. . . . ...
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Lost Empire

Description Sam and Remi Fargo, heroes of Spartan Gold, return in this extraordinary new adventure from the
number-one New York Times- bestselling author. With Spartan Gold, a daring thriller that Publishers
Weekly proclaimed "solidly in the Cussler tradition, [and] sure to please new fans and old," Clive Cussler
introduced husband-and-wife treasure-hunting team Sam and Remi Fargo. In their electrifying new
adventure, the Fargos make a startling discovery that others would kill to keep hidden... While scuba
diving in Tanzania, Sam and Remi Fargo come upon a relic belonging to a long-lost Confederate ship.
An anomaly about the relic sets them off chasing a mystery-but unknown to them, a much more powerful
force is engaged in the same chase. Mexico's ruling party, the ultranationalist Mexica Tenochca, is intent
on finding that artifact as well, because it contains a secret that could destroy the party utterly. Through
Tanzania and Zanzibar, into the rainforests of Madagascar, and across the...
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Lost City

Description In the last few years, Cussler's NUMA(r) Files novels, written with Paul Kemprecos, have only grown more
popular-and more eagerly anticipated. "Cussler's multitude of fans arrive at the table expecting a roiling
stew of seafaring adventure, exotic travel destinations, cutting-edge science [and] a splash of romance.
In White Death, they will find their expectations extravagantly fulfilled" (Publishers Weekly). And they will
find them fulfilled again in Lost City. An enzyme that will dramatically prolong life has been discovered
two thousand feet down in the North Atlantic, in an area known as "Lost City." But why are the people
attempting to harvest it getting killed? Why are the scientists in a remote Greek laboratory disappearing
one by one? What does this all have to do with a body found frozen in the ice high up in the Alps? To Kurt
Austin, leader of NUMA's Special Assignments Team, and his colleague Joe Zavala, it's clear they have
their work cut out for them, but it may be even...
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The Wrecker

Description In The Chase, Clive Cussler introduced an electrifying new hero, the tall, lean, no-nonsense detective
Isaac Bell, who, driven by his sense of justice, travels early-twentieth-century America pursuing thieves
and killers . . . and sometimes criminals much worse. It is 1907, a year of financial panic and labor unrest.
Train wrecks, fires, and explosions sabotage the Southern Pacific Railroad?s Cascades express line and,
desperate, the railroad hires the fabled Van Dorn Detective Agency. Van Dorn sends in his best man,
and Bell quickly discovers that a mysterious saboteur haunts the hobo jungles of the West, a man known
as the Wrecker, who recruits accomplices from the down-and-out to attack the railroad, and then kills
them afterward. The Wrecker traverses the vast spaces of the American West as if he had wings, striking
wherever he pleases, causing untold damage and loss of human life. Who is he? What does he want? Is
he a striker? An anarchist? A revolutionary determined to displace...
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Devil's Gate

Description A Japanese cargo ship cruises the eastern Atlantic near the Azores- when it bursts into flames. A gang
of pirates speeds to take advantage of the disaster-when their boat explodes. What is happening in this
part of the world?As Kurt Austin, Joe Zavala, and the rest of the NUMA Special Assignments Team rush
to investigate, they find themselves drawn into the extraordinary ambitions of an African dictator, the
creation of a weapon of almost mythical power, and an unimaginably audacious plan to extort the world's
major nations. The penalty for refusal? The destruction of their greatest cities. Filled with the high-stakes
suspense and boundless invention unique to Cussler, Devil's Gate is one of the most thrilling novels yet
from the grand master of adventure.
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Corsair

Description For five novels, Clive Cussler has brought readers into the world of the Oregon, a seemingly dilapidated
ship packed with sophisticated equipment, and captained by the rakish, one-legged Juan Cabrillo. And
now the Oregon and its crew face their biggest challenge yet. Corsairs are pirates, and pirates come in
many different varieties. There are the pirates who fought off the Barbary Coast in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries, the contemporary pirates who infest the waters of Africa and Asia, and the
pirates . . . who look like something else. When the U.S. secretary of state’s plane crashes while bringing
her to a summit meeting in Libya, the CIA, distrusting the Libyans, hire Juan Cabrillo to search for her, and
their misgivings are well founded. The crew locates the plane, but the secretary of state has vanished. It
turns out Libya’s new foreign minister has other plans for the conference, plans that Cabrillo cannot let
happen. But what does it all have to do with a...
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The Race

Description Detective Isaac Bell returns, in the remarkable new adventure from the #1 New York Times-bestselling
author. It is 1910, the age of flying machines is still in its infancy, and newspaper publisher Preston
Whiteway is offering $50,000 for the first daring aviator to cross America in less than fifty days. He is even
sponsoring one of the prime candidates-an intrepid woman named Josephine Frost-and that's where Bell,
chief investigator for the Van Dorn Detective Agency, comes in.Frost's violent-tempered husband has just
killed her lover and tried to kill her, and he is bound to make another attempt. Bell has tangled with Harry
Frost before; he knows that the man has made his millions leading gangs of thieves, murderers, and thugs
in every city across the country. He also knows that Frost won't be only after his wife, but after Whiteway
as well. And if Bell takes the case . . . Frost will be after him, too.
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Medusa

Description In 1846, a US whaling vessel is struck by a mysterious and deadly tropical illness. In desperation,
the captain shores his ship on a hostile island - where, miraculously, his crew are saved by a cure
administered by the natives.
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Sahara

Description Stranded on the Sahara desert, Dirk Pitt and his friends uncover the truth about the fate of 1930s aviator
Kitty Mannock and the secret behind Lincoln's assassination. 400,000 first printing. Major ad/promo.
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The Spy

Description Detective Isaac Bell, hero of The Chase and The Wrecker, returns in the remarkable new adventure from
the #1 New York Times-bestselling author. It is 1908, and international tensions are mounting as the world
plunges toward war. When a brilliant American battleship gun designer dies in a sensational apparent
suicide, the man's grief-stricken daughter turns to the legendary Van Dorn Detective Agency to clear her
father's name. Van Dorn puts his chief investigator on the case, and Isaac Bell soon realizes that the
clues point not to suicide but to murder. And when more suspicious deaths follow, it becomes clear that
someone-an elusive spy-is orchestrating the destruction of America's brightest technological minds...
and the murders all connect to a top- secret project called Hull 44. But that is just the beginning. As the
intrigue deepens, Bell will find himself pitted against German, Japanese, and British spies, in a mission
that encompasses dreadnought battleships, Teddy Roosevelt's...
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Atlantis Found

Description Dirk Pitt discovers Atlantis, in a breathtaking novel from the grand master of adventure fiction. Clive
Cussler has long since proven himself one of America's most popular authors--a master of intricate,
audacious plotting and "vibrant, rollicking narrative" (Chicago Tribune). But Atlantis Found may be his
most audacious novel of all.September l858: An Antarctic whaler stumbles upon an aged wreck, its grisly
frozen crew guarding crates of odd antiquities--and a skull carved from black obsidian.March 200l: A
team of anthropologists gazes in awe at a wall of strange inscriptions, moments before a blast seals them
deep within the Colorado rock.April 200l: A research ship manned by Dirk Pitt and members of the U.S.
National Underwater and Marine Agency is set upon and nearly sunk by an impossibility--a vessel that
should have died fifty-six years before.Pitt knows that somehow all these incidents are connected, and his
investigations soon land him deep into an ancient mystery with very...
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DRAGON

Description The deadly cargo of a crashed B-29 bomber has been buried in the Pacific Ocean for 50 years. Now, a
group of Japanese nationalist fanatics, dreaming of a new Nipponese Empire, set out to neutralize and
blackmail the USA - with nuclear weapons planted strategically in the country's major cities.
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Raise the Titanic

Description Raise the Titanic Hardcover - Dustjacket Clive Cussler
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The Adventures of Hotsy Totsy

Description A fun-filled adventure in the spirit of Chitty Chitty Bang Bang by the New York Times-bestselling author.
Take a look at Casey and Lacey Nicefolk and you'll see two regular, all-American kids. But these brother-
and-sister twins have a secret. Hidden in the family barn is the most magical-and coolest-gadget unknown
to man: a mystical box that can turn any small object into a life-size replica. When the twins' parents go
out of town, the two decide to put the box to use. Taking a model boat, they create a fully functioning
powerboat and enter a race up the Sacramento River. But this is no ordinary boat, and this is no ordinary
race. What follows is a nautical adventure where being the first to cross the finish line is not the only prize.
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Poseidon's Arrow

Description “Dirk Pitt is oceanography’s answer to Indiana Jones,” praises the Associated Press. “Exotic locations,
ruthless villains and many narrow escapes—Cussler’s fans come for swashbuckling [and] he delivers.”
And now the Cusslers bring us Pitt’s most dangerous adventure of all. It is the greatest advance in
American defense technology in decades—an attack submarine capable of incredible underwater speeds.
Nothing else in any other nation’s naval arsenal even comes close. There is only one problem: A key
element of the prototype is missing—and the man who developed it is dead. At the same time, ships
have started vanishing mid-ocean, usually never to be found again, but when they are, sometimes bodies
are found aboard . . . burned to a crisp.What is going on? And what does it have to do with an Italian
submarine that itself disappeared in 1943, lost at sea? Or was she? It is up to NUMA director Dirk Pitt and
his team, aided by a beautiful NCIS agent and by Pitt’s children, marine engineer...
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Spartan Gold (A Fargo Adventure)

Description The debut of a brand-new, action-packed series from the #1 New York Times bestselling master of ?pure
entertainment? (People). Thousands of years ago, the Persian king Xerxes the Great was said to have
raided the Treasury at Delphi, carrying away two solid gold pillars as tribute. In 1800, Napoleon Bonaparte
and his army stumble across the pillars in the Pennine Alps. Unable to transport them Napoleon creates a
map on the labels of twelve bottles of rare wine. And when Napoleon dies, the bottles disappear? Treasure
hunters Sam and Remi Fargo are exploring the Great Pocomoke Swamp in Delaware when they are
shocked to discover a World War II German u-boat. Inside, they find a bottle taken from Napoleon?s ?lost
cellar.? Fascinated, the Fargos set out to find the rest of the collection. But another connoisseur of sorts
has been looking for the bottle they?ve just found. He is Hadeon Bondaruk?a half- Russian, half-Persian
millionaire. He claims to be a descendant of King Xerxes himself....
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The Tombs: A Fargo Adventure

Description Husband-and-wife team Sam and Remi Fargo are intrigued when an archaeologist friend requests their
help excavating a top secret historical site.  What they find will set them on a hunt for a prize greater than
they could ever imagine.  The clues point to the hidden tomb of Attila the Hun, the High King who was
reportedly buried with a vast fortune of gold and jewels and plunder . . . a bounty that has never been
found.  As they follow the trail through Hungary, Italy, France, Russia, and Kazakhstan—a trail that they
discover leads them not to one tomb, but five—the Fargos will find themselves pitted against a thieving
group of amateur treasure hunters, a cunning Russian businessman, and a ruthless Hungarian who claims
direct descent from Attila himself . . . and will stop at nothing to claim the tombs’ riches as his own.
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The Striker (An Isaac Bell Adventure)

Description Detective Isaac Bell returns in the remarkable new adventure in the #1 New York Times–bestselling
series. It is 1902, and a bright, inexperienced young man named Isaac Bell, only two years out of his
apprenticeship at the Van Dorn Detective Agency, has an urgent message for his boss. Hired to hunt for
radical unionist saboteurs in the coal mines, he is witness to a terrible accident that makes him think that
something else is going on, that provocateurs are at work and bigger stakes are in play. Little does he
know just how big they are. Given exactly one week to prove his case, Bell quickly finds himself pitted
against two of the most ruthless opponents he has ever known, men of staggering ambition and cold-
bloodedness . . . who are not about to let some wet-behind-the-ears detective stand in their way.
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Mirage (The Oregon Files)

Description The extraordinary new novel in the #1 New York Times?bestselling series from the grand master of
adventure. In October 1943, a U.S. destroyer sailed out of Philadelphia and supposedly vanished,
the result of a Navy experiment with electromagnetic radiation. The story was considered a hoax?
but now Juan Cabrillo and his Oregon colleagues aren’t so sure. There is talk of a new weapon soon
to be auctioned, something very dangerous to America’s interests, and the rumors link it to the great
inventor Nikola Tesla, who was working with the Navy when he died in 1943. Was he responsible for the
experiment? Are his notes in the hands of enemies? As Cabrillo races to find the truth, he discovers there
is even more at stake than he could have imagined?but by the time he realizes it, he may already be too
late.
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